Arrow-Shot Injury to Pediatric Spinal Cord
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Abstract

Penetrating spinal cord injuries (PSCI) in cervical region are extremely rare in pediatric population. Most injuries in pediatric population are accidental due to gunshot or a stab injury with a sharp or pointed object. Gun shots may result into a severe wound which is usually fatal and may result in death, quadriplegia, or serious long-term disability. Stab injuries are less severe and may result in neurological sequelae. In this paper, an unusual case of pediatric arrow shot partial cervical cord injury is reported which was managed by aggressive neurosurgical management. The arrow lodged in the cervical cord was very near to the vertebral artery leading to parapariesis which recovered well without any complications. Diagnostic imaging at admission included radiographs, computed tomography (CT), and CT angiography of the cervical region. The patient underwent early surgical intervention with removal of foreign body from the cord and subsequent dural suturing.
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Introduction

Pediatric arrow-shot injury with penetrating spinal cord injuries (PSCI) is rare¹ and among the PSCI reported in literature, low thoracic and lumbar dominate the location. Cauda equina is the second most common location. Injuries to cervical cord are very rare and reported as unusual location which in most cases have fatal prognosis.² Common penetrating agents are pencils, wooden splinters, bicycle spokes, and knives³.

Clinical features of cervical PSCI result directly from trauma but may also be associated with vascular impairment, which has been reported in autopsies.⁴ Depending on the exact site of injury, the most common neurological deficit includes high or low tetraplegia or end up with deep unilateral paresis.⁵ When a cutting edge runs between the spinous and transverse process, it may result in Brown–Sequard syndrome.⁶

Case Report

A 5-year-old female child presented to emergency room (ER) after she had been shot with an arrow by unknown person while at her home compound. The arrow stuck in the posterior surface of her neck (nuchal region) about the level of C7 vertebra on the left side; which was not removed by parents and they immediately rushed her to nearby primary health center. After giving primary treatment and antitetanus prophylaxis, the child was referred to tertiary care center at Mathura Das Mathur Hospital, where she was admitted in ENT (ear–nose–tongue) department. After initial stabilization, she was referred to neurosurgery for further management. X-ray and computed tomography (CT) scan (with three-dimensional [3D] reconstruction image) of cervical region was done. While positioning the patient special precautions were taken to mobilize the spine as minimal as possible. Her head and neck were supported with hands while positioning her in supine position with neck tilted to right side for X-ray and CT scan. Her vitals were monitored throughout her time in the CT scanner. At the completion of the CT scanning, she was very gently turned to right semiprone position to avoid dislodgement of the arrow. X-ray showed an arrow stuck at C6–C7 vertebra level traversing left to right crossing
the midline. CT scan of cervical region demonstrated that the arrow was transecting C7 lamina and traversing the spinal canal reaching up to right T1 pedicle from left-to-right sitting just short of the vertebral artery but without any damage to the vessel.

On clinical examination, the child had findings consistent with Brown–Sequard syndrome on right side. She was given methyl prednisolone infusion according to National Acute Spinal Cord Injury Studies (NASCIS) protocol and then transported to the operating room. In the operating room with due care and immobilization protocol, the child was shifted to operating table, kept in right lateral position and intubation was done. After intubation, she was placed in prone position exposing the arrow and nuchal region. Head was then fixed using elastic adhesive tapes and surgery was proceeded. Vertical midline skin incision was made and paraspinal and upper back muscles were dissected reaching up to lamina of C7 (the entry point of arrow in spinal canal). C7 hemilaminectomy was done, arrow was found piercing dura and entering the spinal cord. Dura was cut open on either side for 0.5 cm and a closed inspection for any cord injury was done, and it was found that arrow was piercing the cord tissue. Arrow was removed by gentle traction from the spinal canal, there was contusion of cord tissue but no blood oozing. The arrow was approximately 15 cm in length and 1 cm in diameter. There was oozing from bony elements which was controlled with bone wax. Dura was repaired by muscle patch, as there was loss of dural element to assure no cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leak. Proper hemostasis was achieved and after assuring no CSF leak, closure was done layer wise.

The child was then shifted to surgical ICU for monitoring and was treated with intravenous (IV) fluids for maintenance and injection meropenem and methylprednisolone. She remained hemodynamically stable throughout the night and was shifted to ward after 18 hours. Postoperatively, the child had grade 4/5 right lower extremity weakness. Postoperative recovery continued to be uneventful without any fever or CSF leak. Postoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) could not be done because of poor financial status of the family (MRI in our center is under private sector which is charged). She was monitored intensively throughout her stay and discharged on 10th postoperative day with a plan for intensive neurosurgical follow-up and advised for physiotherapy and occupational therapy (►Fig. 1).

**Discussion and Literature Review**

Pediatric arrow-shot injuries are mostly accidental and in India occur mostly in tribal belts where children are often hit as a bystander. The clinical spectrum depends upon the anatomical location of the arrow shot. The current patient at the time of presentation was transported to our center within 6 hours of the shot. At the time of arrival in the ER, she was having stable cardiopulmonary parameters. The biggest challenge, however, was to image her with the arrow sitting in her neck and a high possibility of it being dislodged into a more critical position worsening her clinical status. A review of the literature from the experience as reported in cases with an intact arrow in the cervical vertebral column and also gunshot injuries was done. It was clear from this review that owing to the location of the arrow and the vicinity of the arrowhead with major vessels and the cord, both imaging and surgery was a serious challenge. This was achieved by the radiology, anesthesiology, and neurosurgery team to provide optimum position in the scanner. Cervical X-ray in this patient became the initial reference showing foreign body stuck within the vertebral canal. CT scan facilitated assessment of range of injury and residual broken bony fragments allowing us to track a possible trajectory of penetrating agent.

Many centers take up early exploration of these conditions based on results of the X-ray and CT before worsening of neurological condition. In the current patient, we were concerned regarding any deterioration in her clinical condition due to delay in surgery. But a review of the literature and also based on our experience in surgical exploration of traumatic cervical spine injuries, we decided to perform CT angiography with 3D reconstruction to evaluate exact neurosurgical pathology. This step proved to be crucial in the management of this patient because we knew that the arrow head was in a very crucial vicinity to vertebral vessels. We planned surgical plane and approach based on this imaging and had a better outcome in our patient without any intraoperative complications.

**Conclusion**

We therefore conclude that in such cases, a multidisciplinary team including neurosurgeon, radiologist, anesthesiologist, and pediatric neurologist must be in the driving seat right
after the triage of the patient. Imaging must be planned to keep in view that manipulation of the head and neck and sometimes the trunk will be limited because of the arrow and patient may require anesthetic expertise for sedation and positioning.

CT angiography should be included in the evaluation of these patients to reduce intraoperative complications and, also to improve overall outcome. All patients must be given antitetanus prophylaxis depending upon their vaccination status and treated with broad spectrum antibiotics to reduce the chances of CNS infection, especially meningitis.
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